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The GRAFFITI  fOr the Soul Series 

From a collection amassed over many years, The GRAFFITI 
fOr the Soul Series is a wonderful assortment of some of the 
most unpredictable, freaky, ridiculous, outrageous, and 
inspirational graffiti that has appeared on building walls, 
subways, bridges, and public washrooms. The subject matters 
are as varied as the workplace, the sexual, the metaphysical, 
the literary, the political, the religious, and the educational.   

 

The GRAFFITI  fOr the Soul Series (there are seven          
e-books) by Ernie J. Zelinski is a fascinating look at other 
people’s thoughts, a great collection of amusing, unique 
humor, and passionate opinion.  

 

The seven volumes from The GRAFFITI fOr the Soul Series  

are available on the The Real Success Resource Center 
Website at:  www.Real-Success.ca. 

http://www.real-success.ca/
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GRAFFITI  for the adventurous Soul 
 

This e-book may be freely distributed. 
 

Shockingly enough, this is a FREE e-book to be given away — 
anyway you want. In fact, I would love it if you send out lots and 
lots of copies. It may not be sold nor modified in any way. You 
can have the movie rights, however, provided that you share half 
the profits with me and give me the staring role beside Nicole 
Kidman. 

 

You may give  GRAFFITI  fOr the adventurous Soul to 
your friends and co-workers as a gift.  You may also give it  away 
on your website, offer it to other websites, include it as a free 
bonus, or include it in a package deal.  

Ernie Zelinski
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Volume 6 
GRAFFITI  FOR The adventurous SOUL 

 

“Geography is everywhere,” says one piece of graffiti.  Graffiti 
seems to be everywhere as well. This section includes graffiti 
found in public places such as walls in back alleys, front walls of 
businesses, fences beside roads, public washrooms, and even on 
vehicles. Occasionally I have indicated where the graffiti was 
written if the place has some significance to the item. 

Throughout the book you will find graffiti in the “… Rules 
OK” form. This style apparently originated in Europe during the 
1970s when OK was added to political slogans such as “Provo 
Rules” referring to the Provisional IRA in Northern Ireland. Over 
time, this form worked its way into North American and was 
incorporated into more humorous slogans such as “Astigmatism 
Rules, OK!” (written in letters four feet tall). 
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Oh, why don't you woRk, 

Like other men do? 
How the hell can I work, 

When there's no work to do? 
 
 
 

 
 

       I    H A V E    7 5    B A L L S   A N D        
          D R I V E   W O M E N    C R A Z Y .  I ‘ M              
              B E S T    K N O W N    A S     B I N G O ! 
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PREPARE TO 
MEET GOD! 

Jacket and tie, no 
jeans. 
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  Man, are the times ever a 
changing. Even the status 
quo is in flux. 

  
 
I lost my job, my wife, and my Mercedes.  

I  sure  miss  that  Mercedes. 
 
 
 

 
              Boycott  Christmas.            
        Santa  Clause  uses  cheap,  
            non-union  elf  labor. 
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GRAFFITI  For the adventurous Soul 

Is Brought to You by the Author of 
 

 Real Success Without a Real Job 
 

   The Career Book for People Too   
     Smart to Work in Corporations 

 

Purchase through these direct links: 
www.amazon.com, 
www.barnesandnoble.com,  
fine bookstores and directly from: 

 

Ten Speed Press 
P.O. Box 7123, Berkeley, CA 94707 

 800-841-2665 / www.tenspeed.com 

http://www.amazon.com/Career-Success-Without-Real-Job/dp/0969419473/
http://search.barnesandnoble.com/booksearch/isbnInquiry.asp?z=y&EAN=9781580088008&itm=3
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I wrote on this  wall  
   because  it was there. 

 

I  am  writing  something  on   
  this  wall  because  it   
  isn't  there.   I  WRITE  ON 
IMAGINARY  WALLS  BECAUSE THEY 
AREN’T  THERE  I read Real Success 
Without a Real Job because it’s a Great 
Book. 
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  Seperation  
rules,    O     K  
 
 

Badd Spelers Roule, OKey 
 
 

Pessimists  Rule . . . .  No  Way! 
 
 

Bird Watching Rules OK. 
FLOCK   OFF 
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Flies spread disease. 
Keep yours zipped. 

 
 

Or Use a condom 
 

  Condoms  are  not  as  

safe  as you  may  think.  I  

had  one  on  but  I  still 

got  hit  by  a  train.  
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Love makes the world go 
around — along with other 
stupid clichés. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  I  WILL  
WORSHIP  ANY  
QUICKSAND   
SADAM  HUSSEIN   
WALKS  ON. 
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A Bold, Unconventional Career Book  
By Ernie J. Zelinski  

 
 

• It's for “organizationally 
averse” individuals who don’t 
want to work at a real job — 
but want to make a real good 
living! 

• It's for people who want to 
attain financial independence 
without having to suffer for it! 

 

Purchase Real Success Without a Real 
Job at these direct links: 

                                www.Amazon.com 

 
                            www.BarnesandNoble.com  

http://www.amazon.com/Career-Success-Without-Real-Job/dp/0969419473/
http://search.barnesandnoble.com/booksearch/isbnInquiry.asp?z=y&EAN=9781580088008&itm=3
http://www.realcareersuccess.com/
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MONEY COSTS  
TOO MUCH 

 
 

The  Devil  Made
 Me   Write  This

  
The  only  way  to   
 prevent  what's  past   
is  to  put  a  halt  
 to  it  before  it  happens. 
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What ' s  another  word  for  Thesaurus? 
DINOSAUR   YOU DUMMY 

 
 
 

Ha  Ha  Ha 
He  He  He 
Why  am  I  laughing  at 
this  stupid  Graffiti? 

 

Perhaps you are out of your tree. 
 

Just Don't Wallow In It! 
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JESUS   SAVES! 
Even more than  Wal-Mart? 

 
 

 Does  any  intelligent 
 life  live  on  this  earth? 

 

     No, I am only visiting. I  
dropped by this weird planet to buy 

 a copy of Real Success Without a 
Real Job so I will have something  
remarkable to read when I get back 
to Pluto !  
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It's  hard  for  me  not  to 
write   graffiti. 
          The  Phantom 

 

  Graffiti  should   
  be  obscene  and 
     not  heard. 
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IF  YOU  HAVE  NOTHING  TO 
 DO,  PLEASE  DON'T  DO  IT  HERE 

Why Not? Space Is Made 
 To Be Occupied! 

 
 
 
 

Arrange  the  following  words into  a  
well-known  phrase    or  saying: 

 

OFF   PISS 
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 Texans  don't 
exaggerate.  We  
 just  think  big. 
 

  No   matter  which  
way  you look  at  it,  
egotism  is obesity  of  
the  mind.  

 

  Texans Are Living Proof 
That Indians Screwed Buffalo. 
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GRAFFITI IS THE  ONLY WAY 
 TO   ENLIGHTENMENT! 

 

 Enlightenment  doesn't care 
how you get there. 

 

  HOW WILL YOU KNOW WHEN 
YOU ARE ENLIGHTENED? 

 

   When you read Real 
Success Without a Real Job! 

http://www.realcareersuccess.com/
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The Career Book for Real People Too                     
Smart to Work in Corporations  

 

• It's a great starting place for 
turning your career life 
around 180 degrees. 

• It’s about learning the ten 
most important traits of the 
ideal micro-business so that 
you can start your own.  

 

Purchase Real Success Without a Real Job 
through these direct links: 

                                www.Amazon.com 

 
                            www.BarnesandNoble.com 
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Liberate animals. 
  Animate Liberals instead! 
 
You  can't  get  anywhere  if  you 
think  you're  already  there.  
 

 

 To  protect  yourself  from  
nuclear radiation,  head  down 
 to  your  National  
 Public  Radio  station.  
There's  no  radioactivity  there. 
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THE OLDER I  GET 
THE BETTER I  WAS 

 
 

The world ends at 10:00 tonight 
 -  details on the 11:00 o'clock news 
 
 

Predestination was doomed to failure 
from the start. 
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Snoopy   has  
 fleas 

 

 

“I Love Ewe" said the pervert. 
 

   WHY  ISN'T  PHONETICS   
SPELLED  THE  WAY  IT   
SOUNDS ?   Fuk Fonetics ! 
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All  human  beings  are  born  equal.  
The  trick  is  to  prove  one  isn't. 

 
 
 

Mary  had  a  little  lamb  and  
    boy  was  she  surprised. 
 
 
 

 

  In  California  air  pollution   
     is  a  mist  demeanor. 
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      Lately  I  Have  Discovered 
Reality  And  It  Doesn't      

     Make  Sense.       Just because 
everything is different doesn't 
 mean anything has changed. 

 
 

     Reality   is   a   temporary 
   illusion   brought   about   by   
   the   absence   of  drugs   
      and   alcohol. 
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Stamp  out  vandelism 
  or  I  will   break   

        your  windows 
 
 
Death  is  nature’s  way  of 
telling  you   to  slow down.    
 And  “Real Success Without a Real Job”  Is  
 Ernie  Zelinski’s  Way  of  Telling 
  You  to  Slow  Down  and  Live.  
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Drink  wet  cement  
and  get  really   
   stoned. 
 

 

 

The   rest   of    your   life 
begins   right   here 

 

It’s always a good idea to 
start where you are. 
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It’s No Fun Being a Corporate Worker!  
 

• It's a definite cure for the 
corporate blues! 

• It's an excellent way to find 
inspiration to leave corporate 
life quickly and easily! 

• It’s for anyone who wants to 
work at their dream job or 
operate a funky micro-business 

 
 

                                Purchase Real Success Without a Real Job 

                                     through these direct links: 
 

                            www.Amazon.com 
                          www.BarnesandNoble.com 

http://www.unrealjob.com/
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Don’t Click Here If You 

Want to Work in a 
Cubicle for the Rest of 

Your Life 

http://www.fun-at-work.org/
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Bras    
Women Libbers Should Be Put Behind Bars. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

God is dead. 
— Nietzsche 
Nietzsche is dead. 
— God 
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Support    mental  
health    or  I   will  

kill   you 
 
 

 

  An empty taxi 
stopped and George 
W. Bush got out. 
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WET  PAINT  
THIS  IS  NOT  AN  

INSTRUCTION!  
 
 
 
 

 Roget's  Thesaurus  dominates,  
regulates,  rules, OK,  all right,    
  adequately. 
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Clairvoyance Is Dead. 
   I  knew  you  were  
 going  to write  this. 

 

 

 

 

Count Dracula, Your  
Bloody Mary is ready. 
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I  was  born  in   
Australia  because 
  my   mother  wanted 
  me  to  be  near  her. 
 

  Please  help  me  stop   
    writing  on walls. 

 
 
 

 

ARISTOCRATS  ARE  
BUMS WITH MONEY. 
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THE   MEEK   SHALL  
 INHERIT   THE   EARt 
        What  makes  you  think  
          they  would  want  it? 

 

  NONE OF THESE COMMENTS 
    ARE OFF-THE-WALL. 

All generalizations are 
 dangerous - even this one. 
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   Dionne   Quintuplets   
were   a   hoax.   Five   
couples   were   charged   
in   the  conspiracy. 
 
 
 
 

 

I   started   out   with   nothing   and   
I   haven't   lost   any   of   it   yet. 
 
 

    Every week in New York City ten 
people are killed, seven seriously. 
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BILL STICKERS WILL BE PROSECUTED 
 

Bill Stickers is innocent. OK! 
 

there is a dance in 
this   town  every  
Saturday  Night   
 this  week. 
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G O D   LOVES  
  Y O U 

 
 

God  won't  love  you  for  
destroying  someone's   
property  by  writing 
     on  it. 
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To err is human, to blame it 
on someone else is just fine.  

 
Narcissism Rules  . . . .    
Me, Myself, and I  . . . . OK! 

 
 
 

BALANCE   YOUR   BUDGET  —   
ROTATE   YOUR   CREDITORS. 
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Hashish to hashish, 
Lust to lust, 
If grass doesn't get you, 
Then Crack is a must. 
 
 
 
 

SEX  APPEAL   —    PLEASE   
 GIVE   GENEROUSLY. 
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   When in Canada do as 
   the  Canadians do  
  be a nice pseudo-American  
 
 
   Obey  all  the  rules  
and  miss   all  the  fun 
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Absolute  zero   
Is  cool. 

 

 

Martha  Stewart  
 was framed. 

Big  Fuckin  Deal !  
           So  was  Mona Lisa ! 
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Sex  education  is  
interesting  but  I  
 never  get  any  
  homework.   
 
  If you believe in honest 
politicians, then you also 
believe in celibate brothels.  
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My inferiority complexes     
  aren't as good as yours. 

Yes   they   are 
     We Texans have the 
   biggest inferiority complexes. 
 
 
 

 

Ok, so I am cured   of 
schizophrenia, but where 
am I now when I need 
me? 
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Hypochondria  is  the  one 
disease  that  I  don't  have. 

 
 

MIND  IS  NOT  MATTER  AND 
MATTER  IS . . . NEVER  MIND.  

 
A    k i c k    i n    t h e    a s s  
   i s    a    s t e p    f o r w a r d 
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If are not confused,  
you do not have  
  all the facts.  
 
 
 
 

LSD   absorbs   47   times   its   
weight   in   EXCESS   REALITY. 
 

  Don't be afraid of the 
future. It's just as shaky as 
you are. 
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  Old salesmen never die. 
They just wind up  
     out of commission. 

 
 
Our school is so violent we 
 play chess with switch blades. 
 
 
 
 

 

Help  keep  this  country  
green,  plant  marijuana 
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  If the subway trains 
were on time, I wouldn't 
write on subway walls. 
 
 
 
 

WARNING TO VISITORS: 
Toronto Is The Asshole Capital 

Of The World. 
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  It was a dark and stormy night ...   
     and nothing else happened... 
 
 

Humor rules, HA, HA. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   All  my  imaginary  
    friends think  I 
     am  crazy 
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Irrefutable Signs That You Need This Book   
 

• You can’t even pretend to enjoy 
company functions. 

• You consider having to wear a 
name tag demeaning and 
disgusting. 

• You could never experience the 
freedom in a corporate setting to 
function at a high level and be 
happy. 

 

   Purchase Real Success Without  a Real Job at:                                                     
 

                 www.Amazon.com               www.BarnesandNoble.com 
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 Counterfeiters  Make  
  Good  Examples.  Even 
the most useless person 
can serve as a bad example. 
 
 

Nudists Beware! Your  
end is in sight! 

Indecision rules, O . . . . 
  maybe it doesn't 
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Consideration Rules, If That's OK . . .  
    with you. 
 
 
    People are only human. If this wasn't the 
case, life would be different.  
 
 

 PEOPLE IN THIS PUB DON'T LIKE 
BEING NOT BACKWARDS.  
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  If you catch yourself 
arguing with an idiot,  
  he's doing the same thing. 
 

   Go  and see Russia 
and  see for  
yourself why  you 
shouldn't see it. 
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BACH  IN  AN  HOUR. 
OFFENBACH  SOONER. 
 
 
 
 

BEWARE OUR  BUS 
    DRIVERS! 
THEY HAVE  WAYS OF 
MAKING YOU  WALK. 
 



 

 

 
DON'T CLICK HERE 
IF YOU NEVER WANT 
TO RETIRE 

http://www.amazon.com/How-Retire-Happy-Wild-Free/dp/096941949X/
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We should shoot all the jerks who think 
the programs on TV are harming us.  

 
 

  The rapid pace of life is 
nothing to worry about — the 
abrupt stop at the end is. 

 
 
 
 
 

Hey You. Yes You! Just Because 
Your Face Looks Like A Hubcap 
Doesn't Mean You're A Big Wheel. 
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Masochists Rule, Ouch! 
 

James Bond Rules  OOK 
 

Palindromes Rule, OKKO 
Many things rule, etc. 

 

Kilroy   Rules   O K  
 

Anarchy    no  rules   OK  
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I'd give my left arm 
   to be ambidextrus. 

 
 

Pyromaniacs of the 
world, ignite! 

Patience needed. Remember 
Rome wasn't burnt in a day. 
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 I'm glad most people don't 
recognize me. I'd rather have 
people know me for myself.  
 
 

Men  Spread  Aids 
         OK, IF YOU INSIST ! 
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 When is whoever     
took them going to 
give George W.  Bush 
his marbles back? 
 
 
 

 David Letterman 
has nothing over 
postal workers. 
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Jesus Loves You. 
But  everyone  else 
  thinks  you are  

  a  complete jerk 
 

 
 
 

       Death is life's answer 
  to the question: WHY? 
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Graffiti's  days 
 are numbered.  
The writing is  
   on the wall. 
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DON'T CLICK HERE 
IF YOU DON’T LIKE 
FREE E-BOOKS 
 
 
 

  

http://www.real-success.ca/free_ebooks.html
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The Book on How to Live Like a King or Queen   
 

•  It's about gaining courage to 
escape the corporate world so that 
you don’t have to spend the rest of 
your life trapped in a cubicle. 

• It's about creating your own dream 
job or operating your own micro-
business. 

• It’s about experiencing true 
personal freedom in all areas of 
your life.  

 

   Purchase Real Success Without a Real Job at:                                                     

                            www.BarnesandNoble.com               www.Amazon.com 
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STEAL AND SHARE THIS  
BOOK, ok! 

 

Here’s what you can do with  
          GRAFFITI fOr the adventurous Soul 

 Send this book to your friends by e-mail. 
 Send them a link to The Joy of Not Working Website at 
www.thejoyofnotworking.com so they can download it 
themselves. 
 Have your work colleagues visit Creative E-Books at                  
www.Creative-E-Books.com where they can download 
this free e-book along with others in the  GRAFFITI 
for the Soul series. 
 Place this e-book on your company’s Website. 
 Send this e-book to your favorite newspaper workplace 
columnist so that she can enjoy it as much as you. 
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Retirement;      
  The Time in Your  
Life When Time Is 
 No Longer Money. 

 
 

Retirement is also the time 
 to live happy, wild, and free. 
 You can find out how  
by reading Ernie Zelinski’s  
great  book. You can download over 
half of the book for free at 
 www.Real-Success.ca  

http://www.retirement-cafe.com/
http://www.vipbooks.us/Promotional-Giveaways.html
http://www.vipbooks.us/How-to-Retire-Happy-Wild-&-Free-Promotional-Giveaway.html
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More Graffiti for Your Soul 
 
If you liked GRAFFITI  fOr the adventurous Soul, you 
will be glad to know that it’s just one FREE e-book from 
the six volumes in The GRAFFITI  fOr the Soul Series. 
 
These e-books have it all: Wisdom. Ridicule. Sarcasm. 
Nonsense. Comedy. Mockery. Social commentary. 
Valuable insight. They are the ultimate compendium of 
creative humor.  
 
The complete series includes: 

 
Volume # 1:    GRAFFITI  fOr the Enlightened Soul 
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Volume # 2:    GRAFFITI  fOr the Employee’s Soul 

Volume # 3:    GRAFFITI  fOr the college student's Soul 

Volume # 4:    GRAFFITI  fOr the woman's Soul 

Volume # 5:    GRAFFITI  fOr the man's Soul 

Volume # 6:    GRAFFITI  fOr the adventurous Soul 

Volume # 7:    GRAFFITI  fOr the Connoisseur's Soul 

 
Following is a sample of some of the content from the other 
six volumes in  The GRAFFITI  fOr the Soul Series  e-books 
by Ernie Zelinski, which are available at The Real Success 
Resource Center Website at www.Real-Success.ca and on 
The Joy of Not Working Website at www.thejoyofnotworking.com.

http://www.real-success.ca/free_ebooks.html
www.thejoyofnotworking.com
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Okay,  who  stopped  
the payment on my  

reality check? 
 

 
If all assholes could fly, this company  
would need to build a big, big airport. 

 
 

   In prison there are Mean Wardens 
     who make your life miserable. 
    In the workplace they  are 
      called   Managers.  
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Club Sandwiches. 
Not Seals! 

 

 
“ Vu  Ja  De! ” 

The  Strange  
Feeling  That 

  You  have Never   
  Been  Here  Before. 
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Government  work  is  organized 
loafing  for  which  you  get  well  paid. 

 
STRESS: The confusion created  
when the mind must overide the 
 body's basic desire to choke the  
living crap out of some idiot 
 who desperatly deserves it !   
 
 

  I can only please one person a day.  
Today isn't your day and the  
 next day doesn't look good either. 
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Eve  was   
framed. 

 
  Coffee, 
   Chocolate, 
     Men;  
    Some Things Are 
    Just Better Rich  
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My  dad  can  
 beat  up  your  dad. 

Awesome! How much  
will that cost me? 

 

 Some bloke stole my 

 wife.  To get even, I  

let  him keep her. 
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The Book That Inspires Creative People to Make  
Money in Unusual Ways – Even When They Sleep!   

 
• It is about earning real money without 

a real job. 

• It'is about working in a jerk-free 
environment. 

• It’ is about reducing work stress 
immediately when it strikes because 
you have the freedom to do so! 

• It’ is about creating intellectual property 
so that you make some real money 
while you sleep.   

 

   Purchase Real Success Without a Real Job at:                                                     
 

           www.BarnesandNoble.com               www.Amazon.com 

 

http://www.amazon.com/Career-Success-Without-Real-Job/dp/0969419473/
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You  can  always  find  what  
you  are  not  looking for. 

 
 

     EARTH    FIRST !   
   We'll  strip   mine  the 
 other    planets   later.  
 
 

     AGORAPHOBIA - DON'T  LEAVE   
HOME  WITHOUT  IT. 
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BY THE TIME  
YOU READ THIS  
YOU HAVE ALREADY 
   READ IT 
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GOD  IS   DEAD 
        Our God is alive. 
 Sorry to hear about yours. 
 

 

    If your friends won't 

leave you alone, find  

some new ones who will.  
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   S e x   I s 
n o b o d y 
e l s e ' s 

b u s I n e s s               
e x c e p t    f o r         
t h e   t h r e e                 

p e o p l e                      
I n v o l v e d . 
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I thought I  
 wanted a career.  
It turns out, However,    
 that I just wanted 
paychecks to  
    buy beer.    This  Would  
Be  Really  Funny  If  It  
 Weren't  Happening  To  Me  Too. 
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Consider  Working  For  The  
Lord.  The  Pay  Is  Horrible  
But  You  Will  Experience  
Fringe  Benefits  That  Are  Out  
Of  This  World. 
 
 

Does  anal retentive  
 have  a  hyphen? 
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  Never  let your   
boss  know that  
   you  exist 
 

 
     If you are wondering whether you have 
enough brains to solve the problem, you don’t.  
 
 

The  wise  don't  work  
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Humpty   Dumpty   
Was   Pushed! 

 
 
 
 

If  a  painter  is  
not  painting,  is  

he  still  a  
painter? 
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HARD  WORK  IS 
NATURE'S  WAY  OF 
HAVING  A BOSS 

TELL  YOU: 
"JUST   DO   IT." 
  “Real success 
without a real job”    
 is having no boss!  

 

http://www.unrealjob.com/
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I don’t know how to write graffiti 
 but I would like to say beautifull 
  things and I don’t know how.  

Me too, I have something to say 
 but I don’t know what.  

       Before writing,  learn to think ! ! ! 
  

   I think, therefore 
    I am – I think. 
    I can think but I  don’t 
      have time to write !!  
       Freedom is the right to wright  
             Or to remain silent.  
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I   killed   a   six 
pack   just   to  
watch   it    die 
 
 

 
                 Don't   Wake   Up   Grumpy   If  
          You   Are   In   Bed   With   Snow   White 
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Hey David, Smoking 
will stunt your growth! 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Yeah Goliath?  
Give me one   
 reason why I  
should believe you! 
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I searched into myself 
and found “ME”.  

 

     TOO  BAD  FOR  YOU 
 

  The worst beer I ever 
had was stale and way 
too warm but it still 
 tasted great! 
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I am not obsessive. 
  I am not obsessive. 
I am not obsessive. 

    I am not obsessive. 
I am not obsessive. 

 
 

  ”Sex” is number 1 of my 10 reasons 
for living.  Reading “Real Success 
Without a Real Job” is number 2. 
 I forgot the other 8.

http://www.unrealjob.com/
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The Career Book for People Too Smart 
to Work in Corporations   

 
• It's about having sufficient time to spend 

with friends.  

• It's about sleeping as late as you want 
every day. 

• It's about people in the corporate world 
envying your lifestyle. 

• It’s about making a real creative 
difference in this world and getting paid 
well for it. 

• And a Whole Lot More! 
 

                            Purchase Real Success Without a Real Job at: 

                                                    
www.BarnesandNoble.com        www.Amazon.com 

http://www.amazon.com/Career-Success-Without-Real-Job/dp/0969419473/
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About the Author – Ernie Zelinski 
 

Ernie J. Zelinski has written far too many books to list 
here. He is the author of the recently released Real 
Success Without a Real Job, the bestseller How to 
Retire Happy, Wild, and Free (over 57,000 copies sold) 
and the international bestseller The Joy of Not Working 
(over 200,000 copies and published in 17 languages).  
 
Ernie is a leading authority on the subject of attaining 
real success without a real job. His website The Real 
Success Resource Center at www.Real-Success.ca 
provides a wealth of informative articles and resources 
for the organizationally averse about earning a great 

living without a real job. 
 
Feature articles about Ernie and his books have appeared in major 
newspapers including USA TODAY, National Post, Oakland Tribune, 
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Boston Herald, Toronto Star, and Vancouver Sun. He has been 
interviewed by over 100 radio stations and has appeared on CNN TV’s 
Financial News, CBC TV’s Venture, and CTV’s Canada AM. 
 
Ernie has a B.Sc. in Engineering and a Masters in Business 
Administration from the University of Alberta. He speaks professionally 
on the subjects of book marketing, retirement, and applying creativity to 
business and leisure. 

Ernie Zelinski can be contacted at: 
Visions International Publishing 
P.O. Box 4072 
Edmonton, Alberta,  
Canada, T6E 4S8 
E-mail:   ez-books@telus.net 
Website:   www.Real-Success.ca 
 

http://www.real-success.ca/
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Click Here If 
You Are Just As 
Crazy As Ernie 
Zelinski

http://www.sensationallycreative.com/


 
 

 

SHARE THIS e-BOOK, ok! 
 

Here’s what you can do with  

          GRAFFITI   fOr the adventurous Soul 
 

o Send this e-book to your friends as an attachment in an 
e-mail. 

o Have your friends visit The Real Success Resource 
Center Website at www.Real-Success.ca where they can 
download this e-book as well as six others in The 
GRAFFITI fOr the Soul Series.) 

o Place this e-book on your company’s Website. 
o If you don’t like this e-book, send it to people you don’t 

like. 
o Send this e-book to your favorite newspaper columnist 

so that she can enjoy it as much as you. 

www.Real-Success.ca

